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Market changes captured by annual Russell
indexes reconstitution
Russell indexes are designed to accurately reflect the everchanging equity markets, and the annual Russell index
reconstitution process is critical to maintaining this true
representation. During this highly-anticipated market event,
the indexes are rebalanced to ensure that market changes
that occurred in the preceding year are captured. This
process involves reconfiguring the breakpoints between
large, mid and small cap both in the US and globally as well
as determining where each company lies along the
investment styles spectrum.

This year’s
reconstitution
marked a shrinking
US market, with the
total market cap of
the Russell 3000
down by roughly
5% since last year’s
rebalance.

This year’s reconstitution marked a shrinking US market, with the total market cap of
the Russell 3000 Index down by roughly 5% since last year’s rebalance. Globally,
market size is down by roughly 10% since last year’s reconstitution, with the Russell
Global Index now representing $55.6 trillion in total market cap compared to last
year’s size of $61.5 trillion.
In the US, the breakpoint between large cap and small cap has dropped for the first
time since 2012, decreasing by nearly 15% from $3.4 billion in 2015 to $2.9 billion, as
represented in Figure 1. The breakpoint between large cap and small cap for the
Russell Global ex-US Index is down, too, now set at $2.1 billion compared with last
year’s break of $2.3 billion, shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Breakpoints between US large and small cap, with and without banding
(2016 data as of May 27, 2016 and 2015 data as of May 29, 2015)

Figure 2: Breakpoints between Global ex-US large and small cap, with and without banding
(2016 data as of May 27, 2016 and 2015 data as of May 29, 2015)
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Russell US Core Indexes
Chart 1: US core index performance
(One-year period ending May 31, 2016)
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Russell 3000® Index


Representing the US broad market, the total market capitalization of the Russell 3000 decreased from
$25.3 trillion in 2015 to $24.1 trillion in 2016.



The market capitalization breakpoint between large cap and small cap has dropped for the first time
since 2012, decreasing by nearly 15% from $3.4 billion in 2015 to $2.9 billion in 2016
(shown in Figure 1).



Despite a 27% decrease in size from last year, Apple remains as the largest company in the index by
both total market capitalization and weight with $549.7 billion in total market cap (shown in Figure 1).



Table 1 lists the top ten companies by total market capitalization as of reconstitution 2016, along with
their ranks as of last year’s reconstitution. New names to the list of ten largest companies by size
include Facebook and Amazon. Alphabet (Google) grew 28% in size to $503 billion, taking over
Microsoft’s former position as the second largest company in the index.



Table 2 lists the top ten companies by index weight as of reconstitution 2016, along with their ranks as
of last year’s reconstitution. Facebook and Amazon are new to this list as well, as is AT&T.

Table 1: Largest companies in the Russell 3000 Index / Russell 1000 Index by size (total market cap)
(2016 data as of May 27, 2016 and 2015 as of May 29, 2015)
2016 Rank
by size

2016 Total
Market Cap

2015 Rank
by size

2015 Total
Market Cap

Apple

1

$549.7B

1

$750.5B

Alphabet (Google)

2

$503.0B

3

$363.1B

Microsoft

3

$411.3B

2

$379.1B

ExxonMobil

4

$373.2B

4

$356.2B

Berkshire Hathaway

5

$353.4B

5

$352.4B

Facebook Inc

6

$341.5B

11

$222.4B

Amazon

7

$336.1B

15

$199.9B

Johnson & Johnson

8

$311.0B

7

$277.7B

General Electric

9

$277.0B

8

$274.8B

Wells Fargo & Co

10

$258.2B

6

$288.1B

Company
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Table 2: Largest companies in the Russell 3000 Index / Russell 1000 by weight (float adjusted
market cap)
(2016 data as of May 27, 2016 and 2015 data as of May 29, 2015)
Company

2016 Rank
by weight

2015 Rank
by weight

Apple

1

1

Alphabet (Google)

2

3

Microsoft

3

2

ExxonMobil

4

4

Johnson & Johnson

5

5

General Electric Co

6

6

Amazon

7

21

Berkshire Hathaway

8

7

Facebook

9

18

AT&T

10

15

Russell 1000® Index


Total market cap of the index has decreased 4% from $23.0 trillion in 2015 to $22.1 trillion in 2016.



With banding applied, the smallest company by market capitalization in the index is Yelp with a total
market capitalization of $2.0 billion (refer to Figure 1 above).



Out of the 38 additions to the index, 36 are companies moving up from the Russell 2000, including
CubeSmart, Vail Resorts and Casey’s General Stores. Thirteen of the companies joining from the
Russell 2000 are Financial Services companies, including nine REITs. There is also one IPO joining the
index (US Foods Holding Corp) and one company joining from the Russell Global ex-US Index
(Transocean).



CubeSmart is the largest addition both by size ($5.6 billion) and weight.



There are 56 companies being removed from the index, 52 of which are migrating to the Russell 2000.
Companies moving from large to small cap are heavily represented by the Consumer Discretionary
sector, including retailers Sears, DSW and Office Depot.



The largest company by market capitalization being deleted from the index is Jazz Pharmaceuticals
($9.3 billion), which is moving to the Russell Global ex-US index due to a change in its country
assignment to Ireland.

Russell 2000® Index


Total market cap of the index has decreased 14% from $2.2 trillion in 2015 to $1.9 trillion in 2016.



With banding applied, the largest company by market capitalization in the Russell 2000, Syntel, is $3.9
billion in size, about 9% smaller than last year’s largest company. The smallest stock by market cap is
Unique Fabricating, with a total market cap of $132.9 million, down 25% compared to the smallest
company in 2015 (see Figure 1 above).



There are 234 companies being added to the Russell 2000, including 52 companies moving down from
the Russell 1000, including household names Office Depot, GNC, DSW, Genworth Financial and
Waddell & Reed. Sectors with the most companies transitioning to small cap include Consumer
Discretionary (13), Producer Durables (10) and Energy (9). Eight of the nine companies from the
Energy sector are involved in the oil industry, including crude producers, refiners and oil well equipment
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companies. Of the 134 companies joining the index from microcap, nearly half are Financial Services
companies. There are 34 joining from outside the US index universe, and 14 IPOs being added.


There are 165 companies leaving the Russell 2000, 36 of which are moving up to the Russell 1000.
Companies moving from small to large cap are heavily represented by the Financial Services sector,
including CubeSmart, First American Financial, and MarketAxess Holdings. Eighty-nine companies are
moving to microcap (over a third of which are Health Care companies), and 40 are leaving the US index
universe altogether.

Russell US Style Indexes
Chart 2: US style index performance
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Russell 1000® Growth and Value Indexes


The Russell 1000 Growth Index has outperformed the Russell 1000 Value Index in the one-year period
ending May 31, 2016, returning 1.6% and -0.1%, respectively.



Apple has moved from a 100% growth allocation to 92% growth / 8% value.



The Technology sector is gaining more weight in the Russell 1000 Growth index as Microsoft has
shifted from 57% growth / 43% value to 100% growth and tech companies NVIDIA and Activision
Blizzard shift from 100% value to 100% growth.



The Consumer Staples sector is increasing its weight in the Russell 1000 Value Index, with companies
like Hormel Foods, Kraft Heinz and PepsiCo becoming more value oriented.



Three airlines shifted from 100% growth to 100% value: American Airlines, United Continental and
Spirit Airlines.



The five largest companies in the Russell 1000 Growth Index by weight are Apple, Alphabet, Microsoft,
Amazon and Facebook.



The five largest companies in the Russell 1000 Value Index by weight are Exxon, Berkshire Hathaway,
Johnson & Johnson, AT&T and JP Morgan Chase.
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Russell 2000® Growth and Value Indexes


The Russell 2000 Value Index outperformed the Russell 2000 Growth Index in the one-year period
ending May 31, 2016, returning -2.8% and -9.1%, respectively.



The Financial Services sector of the Russell 2000 Growth Index is experiencing the largest increase in
weight, up 1.6 percentage points to 11.6%, as small cap financial services companies shift toward
growth. Several small cap REITs are no longer 100% value, including Gramercy Property Trust,
Educational Realty Trust and Medical Property Trust.



Health Care’s weight in the Russell 2000 Growth Index has decreased nearly 2 percentage points from
the May 27, 2016 legacy (pre-reconstitution) index and nearly 4 percentage points from last year’s
reconstitution, now 22.7% of the index.



Consumer Discretionary experienced the largest increase in weight in the Russell 2000 Value Index, up
1.4 percentage points from the pre-reconstitution index to 11% as small cap retailers like Express and
Lands’ End move to 100% value.



The largest five companies in the Russell 2000 Growth Index by weight are Microsemi, Maximus,
EPAM Systems, HealthSouth and Fair Isaac Corporation.



The largest five companies in the Russell 2000 Value Index by weight are FirstMerit Corp, Olin
Corporation, IdaCorp, CNO Financial Group and Portland General Electric.

Russell US Stability Indexes
Chart 3: US stability index performance
(One-year period ending May 31, 2016)
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Russell 1000® Defensive and Dynamic Indexes®


As shown in Chart 3 above, the Russell 1000 Defensive Index outperformed the Russell 1000 Dynamic
Index during the one-year period ending May 31, 2016 with return of 5.8% compared to -4.2%.



CME Group, Adobe Systems and General Electric are the three largest additions to the Russell 1000
Defensive Index by weight. All three are shifting from the Russell 1000 Dynamic Index with new partial
allocations to defensive: CME Group (83% defensive), Adobe Systems (43% defensive) and General
Electric (6% defensive).
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American Int’l Group is one of the largest additions to the Russell 1000 Defensive Index based on total
market cap, as it has been 100% dynamic since 2008 but is now shifting to a partial allocation of 10%
defensive / 90% dynamic.



The three largest companies by weight leaving the Russell 1000 Defensive Index are FedEx, McKesson
and Baxalta. All three are moving to the Russell 1000 Dynamic Index. FedEx and Baxalta are both
shifting from 100% defensive to 100% dynamic, while McKesson is shifting from partial allocation of 81%
defensive / 19% dynamic to 100% dynamic.



Chevron, Cisco Systems and FedEx are the largest three additions to the Russell 1000 Dynamic Index by
weight, all migrating from the Russell 1000 Defensive Index. Chevron is moving from 0% dynamic to 39%
dynamic, Cisco is shifting from 0% dynamic to 44% dynamic, and FedEx is shifting from 0% dynamic to
100% dynamic.



The largest three deletions from the Russell 1000 Dynamic Index are Verizon (which is shifting from 64%
dynamic to 0% dynamic), Medtronic (shifting from 82% dynamic to 0% dynamic), and Oracle, (shifting
from 63% to 0% dynamic). All three are moving to the Russell 1000 Defensive Index.



The Utilities sector is shifting more toward defensive, with its weight increasing over three percentage
points to 9.3% in the Russell 1000 Defensive Index and decreasing three percentage points to 2.5% in
the Russell 1000 Dynamic Index.



Technology is becoming more dynamic, as its weight in the Russell 1000 Defensive Index has decreased
4.6 percentage points to 12.6%, and its weight in the Russell 1000 Dynamic Index has increased over
four percentage points to 20.4%.

Russell 2000® Defensive and Dynamic Indexes®


As reported in Chart 3 above, the Russell 2000 Defensive Index outperformed the Russell 2000 Dynamic
Index during the one-year period ending May 31, 2016 with returns of 3.8% and -15.7%, respectively.



The three largest additions to the Russell 2000 Defensive Index by weight are First Industrial Realty Trust
(migrating from the Russell 2000 Dynamic Index), which is now 86% defensive; GATX Corp (migrating
from the Russell 1000 Dynamic Index), which is now 94% defensive / 6% dynamic; and Waddell & Reed,
(joining from the large cap index), which is simultaneously shifting from a partial allocation of 20%
defensive / 80% dynamic to 100% defensive.



The largest three deletions from the Russell 2000 Defensive Index by weight are Steris PLC, which is
leaving the US index universe altogether, West Pharmaceutical, which is moving up to the Russell 1000
(both defensive and dynamic) and Treehouse Foods, which is moving up to the Russell 1000 with a 100%
dynamic allocation.



The largest three additions to the Russell 2000 Dynamic Index by weight are Team Health Holdings,
which is joining from the Russell 2000 Defensive Index; Horizon Pharma, which is a 100% dynamic stock
joining from the Russell Global ex-US Index due to a change in its country assignment from Ireland; and
NetScout Systems, also moving over from the US small cap defensive index.



The largest three deletions from the Russell 2000 Dynamic Index by weight are Post Holdings, Wellcare
Group and Berry Plastics. All three are moving up to the Russell 1000 Dynamic Index.



The Financial Services sector of the Russell 2000 Defensive Index is experiencing the largest shift in
weight with an increase of 1.4 percentage points to 38.7%. Health Care’s weight is declining by the
largest margin, dropping by 1.3 percentage points to 6.2%. Financial Services remains the largest sector
in the index (38.7%) followed by Producer Durables (15.2%) and Consumer Discretionary (12.9%).
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Sector representation in the Russell 2000 Dynamic Index remains relatively the same, with Producer
Durables experiencing the largest increase of 1.9 percentage points to 11.5% and Health Care dropping
the most in weight by 1 percentage point to 21.3%. Despite its shift in weight, the Health Care sector
remains the largest sector in the index, followed by Technology (18.3%) and Consumer Discretionary
(15.8%).

Russell Global and Frontier® Indexes
Chart 4: Global and frontier index performance
(One-year period ending May 31, 2016)
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Russell Global Index


Total market cap of the Russell Global Index is $55.6 trillion as of May 27, 2016, down nearly 10%
since last reconstitution’s total market cap of $61.5 trillion.



Since last year’s reconstitution, the highest performing countries include Hungary (20.7%), New
Zealand (18.3%), Denmark (7.3%), Belgium (5.8%) and the US (.2%) for the one-year period ending
May 31, 2016. All other country-level indexes posted negative returns, with Greece’s -32.6% index
return the lowest.



The US is gaining the most companies (181), followed by Japan (156), India (57), Korea (56) and
Australia (49).



Financial Services is absorbing the most new additions globally (183) followed by Consumer
Discretionary (142), Materials & Processing (117), Technology (117) and Producer Durables (114).

Russell Global ex-US Index


Total market cap for the Global ex-US Index is down ($36.3 trillion in 2015 to $31.5 trillion for 2016).



The breakpoint between large and small cap for the Russell Global ex-US Index is decreasing from
$2.3 billion in 2015 to $2.1 billion in 2016 (see Figure 2 above).



Also referring to Figure 2 above, with banding applied to the breakpoint, the largest company by market
capitalization in the Russell Global ex-US Small Cap Index is Viscofan with a total market cap of $2.6
billion, and the smallest company by market capitalization in the Russell Global ex-US Large Cap Index is
The Hongkong and Shanghai Hotels, Limited with a total market cap of $1.6 billion.
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The largest company by market capitalization in the Russell Global ex-US Index is now Nestle, with a
total market cap of $234.2 billion, replacing PetroChina, which was last year’s largest non-US constituent,
with a total market cap of $336.4 billion.

Russell Developed Index


The Russell Developed Index comprises roughly 89% of the weight of the newly reconstituted Russell
Global Index (by float adjusted market cap), a minimal shift from its weight in the legacy index as of May
27, 2016 and a decrease of less than one percentage point from its weight as of last reconstitution.



The developed markets with the highest returns were New Zealand (18.3%), Denmark (7.3%), Belgium
(5.8%), the US (.2%) and Finland (-1.5%) for the one-year period ending May 31, 2016.



The largest company by market capitalization in the Russell Developed ex-US Index is Nestle with $234.2
billion in total market cap. The smallest company by market capitalization in the Developed ex-US Index
is Integrated Research Limited, with a total market cap of $256.1 million.

Russell Emerging Markets Index


The Russell Emerging Markets Index comprises roughly 11% of the weight of the newly reconstituted
Russell Global Index (by float adjusted market cap), a minimal shift from its weight in the legacy index as
of May 27, 2016, and an increase of less than one percentage point since last reconstitution.



The emerging markets with the highest returns were Hungary (20.7%), Peru (-.9%), Russia (-3.6%), the
Philippines (-4.6%) and India (-6.5%) for the one-year period ending May 31, 2016.



The largest company by market capitalization in the index is China Mobile ($229.8 billion), and the
smallest company by market capitalization is O-Net Technologies ($256.2 million).

Russell Frontier Index


The total market cap of the Russell Frontier Index as of May 27, 2016 is $557.6 billion, which is a 10.5%
decrease from last year’s reconstitution total market cap of $623.3 billion.



The five countries with the highest returns were Estonia (29.8%), Jamaica (26.4%), Ukraine (11.5%),
Serbia (11.1%) and Malta (10.7%) for the one-year period ending May 31, 2016. The country with the
lowest return was Gabon, with one-year performance of -48.5%.



The largest company by market capitalization in the index remains Qatar National Bank with a total
market cap of $31.4 billion. As of last year’s reconstitution, Qatar National Bank’s total market cap was
$36.1 billion.



The smallest company by market capitalization in the index is Engro Powergen Qadirpur Limited with a
total market cap of $95 million.



Vietnam is gaining more new additions than any other country in the Russell Frontier Index, with 16 new
constituents joining. Bangladesh and Pakistan are gaining nine new additions each, while Cote d’Ivoire
and Jordan are gaining six each. All other countries are gaining five or fewer new companies.



The Financial Services sector is gaining the most new additions (26) followed by Materials & Processing
(10) and Consumer Discretionary (9) and Consumer Staples (9).



Sector and country weights are shifting minimally, with no changes greater than one percentage point
occurring when comparing the pre-reconstitution to post-reconstitution index as of May 27, 2016.
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For more information about our indexes, please visit ftserussell.com.
© 2016 London Stock Exchange Group plc and its applicable group undertakings (the "LSE Group"). The LSE Group includes (1) FTSE International
Limited ("FTSE"), (2) Frank Russell Company ("Russell"), (3) FTSE TMX Global Debt Capital Markets Inc. and FTSE TMX Global Debt Capital Markets
Limited (together, "FTSE TMX") and (4) MTSNext Limited ("MTSNext"). All rights reserved.
FTSE Russell® is a trading name of FTSE, Russell, FTSE TMX and MTS Next Limited. "FTSE®", "Russell®", "FTSE Russell®" "MTS®", "FTSE TMX®",
"FTSE4Good®" and "ICB®" and all other trademarks and service marks used herein (whether registered or unregistered) are trade marks and/or service
marks owned or licensed by the applicable member of the LSE Group or their respective licensors and are owned, or used under licence, by FTSE,
Russell, MTSNext, or FTSE TMX.
All information is provided for information purposes only. Every effort is made to ensure that all information given in this publication is accurate, but no
responsibility or liability can be accepted by any member of the LSE Group nor their respective directors, officers, employees, partners or licensors for
any errors or for any loss from use of this publication or any of the information or data contained herein.
No member of the LSE Group nor their respective directors, officers, employees, partners or licensors make any claim, prediction, warranty or
representation whatsoever, expressly or impliedly, either as to the results to be obtained from the use of the FTSE Russell Indexes or the fitness or
suitability of the Indexes for any particular purpose to which they might be put.
No member of the LSE Group nor their respective directors, officers, employees, partners or licensors provide investment advice and nothing in this
document should be taken as constituting financial or investment advice. No member of the LSE Group nor their respective directors, officers,
employees, partners or licensors make any representation regarding the advisability of investing in any asset. A decision to invest in any such asset
should not be made in reliance on any information herein. Indexes cannot be invested in directly. Inclusion of an asset in an index is not a
recommendation to buy, sell or hold that asset. The general information contained in this publication should not be acted upon without obtaining specific
legal, tax, and investment advice from a licensed professional.
No part of this information may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical,
photocopying, recording or otherwise, without prior written permission of the applicable member of the LSE Group. Use and distribution of the LSE
Group index data and the use of their data to create financial products require a licence from FTSE, Russell, FTSE TMX, MTSNext and/or their
respective licensors.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Charts and graphs are provided for illustrative purposes only. Index returns shown may not represent
the results of the actual trading of investable assets. Certain returns shown may reflect back-tested performance. All performance presented prior to the
index inception date is back-tested performance. Back-tested performance is not actual performance, but is hypothetical. The back-test calculations are
based on the same methodology that was in effect when the index was officially launched. However, back- tested data may reflect the application of the
index methodology with the benefit of hindsight, and the historic calculations of an index may change from month to month based on revisions to the
underlying economic data used in the calculation of the index.
This publication may contain forward-looking statements. These are based upon a number of assumptions concerning future conditions that ultimately
may prove to be inaccurate. Such forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties and may be affected by various factors that may
cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements. Any forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are
made and no member of the LSE Group nor their licensors assume any duty to and do not undertake to update forward-looking statements.
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About FTSE Russell
FTSE Russell is a leading global provider of benchmarking, analytics and data
solutions for investors, giving them a precise view of the market relevant to their
investment process. A comprehensive range of reliable and accurate indexes
provides investors worldwide with the tools they require to measure and
benchmark markets across asset classes, styles or strategies.
FTSE Russell index expertise and products are used extensively by institutional
and retail investors globally. For over 30 years, leading asset owners, asset
managers, ETF providers and investment banks have chosen FTSE Russell
indexes to benchmark their investment performance and create ETFs, structured
products and index-based derivatives.
FTSE Russell is focused on applying the highest industry standards in index
design and governance, employing transparent rules-based methodology
informed by independent committees of leading market participants. FTSE
Russell fully embraces the IOSCO Principles and its Statement of Compliance
has received independent assurance. Index innovation is driven by client needs
and customer partnerships, allowing FTSE Russell to continually enhance the
breadth, depth and reach of its offering.
FTSE Russell is wholly owned by London Stock Exchange Group.
For more information, visit ftserussell.com.

To learn more, visit ftserussell.com; email info@ftserussell.com; or call your regional
Client Service Team office:
EMEA

North America

Asia-Pacific

+44 (0) 20 7866 1810

+1 877 503 6437

Hong Kong +852 2164 3333
Tokyo +81 3 3581 2764
Sydney +61 (0) 2 8823 3521
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